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Numerical oceanographic models are constantly improving and must be validated
when improvements are made. One means of determining how to improve these models
and performing validations is to compare model predictions to the future observed
outcome, which is measured many ways, including satellite imagery. Comparisons of
model forecasts to future satellite images result in error measurements. One common
problem with modern oceanographic models is spatial error, i.e., the incorrect placement
and shape of ocean features, rendering traditional error metrics such as mean-square and
cross-correlation ineffective. Such problems are common in meteorological forecast
verification as well, so the application of spatial error metrics have been a recently
popular topic in that field of study. Spatial error metrics separate model error into a
displacement component and an amplitude component, providing a more reliable
assessment of numerical model inaccuracies and a more descriptive portrayal of model
prediction skill.
The application of spatial error metrics to oceanographic models has been sparse,
and significantly further advances exist in the medical imaging and registration field.

These advances are presented, along with modifications necessary for application to
oceanographic model output and satellite imagery. Standard approaches and options for
those methods in the literature are explored, and where the best arrangements of options
are unclear, comparison studies are conducted.
The first of these trials require the reproduction of synthetic displacements in
conjunction with synthetic amplitude perturbations across 480 Navy Coastal Ocean
Model (NCOM) temperature fields from various regions of the globe throughout 2009.
Results revealed the success of certain approaches novel to both meteorology and
oceanography, including B-spline transforms and mutual information. That, combined
with other common methods, such as quasi-Newton optimization and land masking,
could best recover the synthetic displacements under various synthetic intensity changes.
The second set of trials compare temperature fields from NCOM and Navy
Layered Ocean Model (NLOM), both 1/16-degree and 1/32-degree, to Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite imagery. Lessons learned from
the first trials were applied and extended. The resulting methods algorithmically
reproduced portions of a previous hand-analyzed study and were successful in separating
spatial from amplitude (temperature) errors.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO MODEL VALIDATION, TRADITIONAL ERROR METRICS,
SPATIAL METRICS AND REGISTRATION

1.1

Overview
Water covers 71% of the Earth’s surface. The study of the ocean, oceanography,

and its resulting knowledge impacts many areas including weather forecasts, tropical
cyclone prediction, climate science, marine engineering, shipping, and strategic interests
of the nations of the world [1]. Numerical oceanographic models are an important part of
this understanding, helping to forecast the behavior of the ocean. Ocean models are
complex numerical computer codes that continually improve and must be validated [2].
In addition, multiple models often exist that attempt to predict the same phenomena and
regions, so formally comparing those models is often necessary in choosing the best
prediction tool for a given need [3]. Because ocean modeling attempts to predict
outcomes over relatively short periods of time, usually days, verifying the results against
ground truth is simply a matter of obtaining observed results at the predicted future time.
These observations can come from a variety of sources including shipboard sensors, buoy
platforms, and satellite imagery. Error metrics are the measurements used to compare
model forecast results to such observations.
The concept of spatial error was introduced by Hoffman et al. [4], who proposed
two general types of error including spatial (or displacement) and amplitude (or intensity)
1

errors. Since then, spatial error metrics have advanced and a number of surveys and
comparison studies have explored various methods and configurations, e.g., optical flow,
feature-based alignment, intensity-scale separation, variograms, and neighborhood-based
comparisons [5–9]. More recent developments include an alignment method by Beechler
et al. [10] only operating along one dimension. Clark et al. [11] searches for the best
matching point within a predefined window size. Marzban and Sandgathe [12] utilize a
variation of optical flow to improve the handling of amplitude differences. Finally,
Gilleland et al. [13] use a two-dimensional grid of thin-plate splines to deform one
dataset to match the other and recover the displacement error from the spline function.
For clarity, note that the literature utilizes a number of terms for displacement
including deformation, adjustment, alignment, and phase correction. In all cases, these
methods first determine a spatial displacement to serve as one (spatial) error metric.
Many of the methods go further by correcting the displacement (by applying a transform
based on the displacement) and then consider any remaining difference a spatially aligned
amplitude error. This separation of errors can provide key information for numerical
model improvements and validation. The spatially aligned amplitude error can be
displayed qualitatively by simply displaying the point-wise difference magnitude as an
image. Gilleland et al. [8] illustrates these difference images before and after correcting
displacement to show how true amplitude errors are discovered. One such example is
shown in this dissertation. Some of the literature also proposes sub-dividing the
amplitude errors into two further components (e.g., scale and shift) and/or creating a
single composite score based on spatial error and either one or two amplitude error types.

2

While that is outside the scope of this dissertation, it is worth noting that such methods
could be applied to these results.
One may notice that all of the above methods were applied to meteorological data
sets. The application of spatial error metrics to oceanographic data seems sparse, yet we
assert that it would be beneficial. The use of traditional statistical error metrics for
oceanographic modeling is common, including root mean square (RMS) error,
normalized cross correlation (CC or NC), mean bias, and skill scores [14–16]. Mariano
[17] tracks the motion of iso-contours as displacement error. Shriver et al. and Hurlburt
et al. [18], [19] manually identify features in satellite imagery and model results and
compare the positions by hand. A method similar to Clark et al. [11] is utilized by [14]
such that data points are grouped into analysis windows with the additional use of
nonparametric statistics to compare data sets. This dissertation presents the hypothesis
that algorithmically detected displacement for ocean forecast results can be more accurate
than traditional statistical metrics, more comprehensive and less laborious than manual
feature tracking, and provides both quantitative and qualitative error analyses.
The primary shortcoming of the traditional statistical error metrics is what
Gilleland et al. calls the “double-penalty” problem [7]. Figure 1.1 illustrates this
graphically. If one considers some feature from model output, for example, an eddy,
which is some roughly circular region of swirling flow, one can compare the position of
that feature to its counterpart (if there is one) in a ground truth data set, e.g., a satellite
image. Figure 1.1 (a) represents such a feature with the model result centered over one
point and the truth result centered over some offset point. Figure 1.1 (b) shows what
happens when utilizing a traditional error metric like RMS. Error results from the two
3

areas where the features do not intersect. One side would be positive error and the other
negative, but most amplitude-based error metrics will take the absolute value or square of
the errors, resulting in the error accumulating twice. This is exacerbated further if the
features are strong, that is, of significantly higher amplitude than the surrounding regions.
A metric such as cross-correlation might help with this simple example because linear
shifting is included in the computation, but not in real world data where many such
features would exist and the misalignment might occur in many directions per feature.
Finally, Figure 1.1 (c) shows the spatial error, which is a better representation of the error
in this case.

Figure 1.1

An illustration of feature misalignment, amplitude and spatial error

Notes: (a) A cartoon illustration of the same eddy feature from two data sets, overlaid to
show that the features do not entirely overlap. (b) An illustration of the amplitude errors
that would accumulate on the positive and negative side of the misalignment. (c) An
illustration of the spatial error created by the feature misalignment.
Both meteorology and oceanography could benefit from the advanced image
alignment methodologies, referred to as “registration,” originating in computer vision but
significantly advanced and heavily utilized in the medical imaging field. Registration can
occur, for example, between computed tomography (CT) scans from different times,
different patients, or from images of an entirely different modality such as magnetic
4

resonance imaging (MRI). The field was already under heavy development by 1998 as
exemplified in the survey by Maintz and Viergever [20]. This dissertation focuses on
‘‘deformable’’ registration, where the alignment can be non-affine, non-uniform and
tends to vary significantly across regions of an image. Overall, such methods can be
divided into non-parameterized methods, which operate on a displacement vector field
typically at the same resolution as that of the data (e.g., optical flow) and parameterized
methods, which use a parametric function (e.g., splines or meshes) to model the
displacement. Registration for both medical imaging data [21] and meteorological
models [5] favors “multi-scale” approaches, where the two data sets to be compared are
successively registered from a coarse resolution to the finest. One can also utilize masks
to exclude invalid or irrelevant data. To help clarify the design process and categorize
registration methods, a parameterized registration system is usually divided into three
components:
1. transform,
2. difference criterion,
3. optimizer.
The transform deforms a trial data set to appear like the reference data set. The
difference criterion (DC) measures the difference between the datasets.

Finally, the

optimizer determines how to adjust the transform to optimize the DC. The system
iterates between the three components until the optimizer decides convergence is
achieved, as shown in Figure 1.2. Division into components facilitates swapping out
components easily. Meteorological applications for displacement error have almost
exclusively used a form of RMS or absolute error as the DC. Medical image registration
5

introduces normalized correlation (NC), mutual information (MI), and others. The
literature refers to the DC using various terms including “similarity measure” (inverse),
“cost function,” or simply “metric.” We intentionally do not use the term “metric” to
avoid confusion with the concept of a metric in this dissertation, which is a measurement
of error between two data sets. However, this brings to light the ironic (non) coincidence
of the registration system: when used to extract spatial error, it consists of a metric (the
DC) within a metric (the spatial error). Mathematical optimization is a rich field, and a
number of optimizers are possible. There are also a number of available transforms,
including thin-plate splines, B-splines, and finite element meshes [21].

Figure 1.2

The three components of registration

Notes: The three components loop until completion. The inputs are the reference and
trial datasets. The outputs are a transformed (spatially aligned) trial data set to best match
the reference data and the displacement field that was used to apply the transform.
Non-parameterized registration methods can also be abstractly divided into the
same three components; however, in practice, the methods are typically classified as to
how they adopt an “internal force” and an “external force.” The external force guides the
deformation of one data set to look like another. This roughly corresponds to a
combination of the optimizer and the DC. The internal force applies some point-wise
6

pressure against the external force, often to maintain some sort of topological regularity
in the deformation. This corresponds in many ways to the transform. As in the threecomponent design, the internal and external forces are often applied iteratively until the
external force has satisfied its convergence criteria [21], [22].
1.2

Contributions
This dissertation presents the following key contributions for spatial error analysis

in oceanographic (and potentially meteorological) model results:
•

Modifications to the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK)
to handle oceanographic data, including defect fixes for mutual
information with land masks, new multi-resolution interpolation classes
that handle land masked points, a C1 continuous boundary condition for
masked areas, and a mutual information flow algorithm re-implemented
for masked data.

•

A study that explores the proper settings and configurations for using Bspline parameterized deformable image registration to extract spatial error
between model results and synthetic truth data. These configurations
include B-spline transform initializations, multi-scale resolution levels,
interpolation schemes, difference criteria, smooth gradients with a
difference criteria, mutual information difference criteria options,
optimizer algorithms, and land mask settings.

•

Methods and implementations for computer assisted manual identification
of frontal (line-based) features and eddy (ellipse-based) features using a
portable graphical interface. The programs allow identification of features
7

in complimentary data sets (i.e., reference and trial) to help generate handidentified spatial errors and include routines to generate the spatial error
quantities in degrees or kilometers.
•

An application of adaptive histogram equalization and multiple color maps
to help with the manual location of salient oceanographic features. The
implementation is combined with the aforementioned frontal and eddy
feature extraction user interface.

•

A study that explores the proper settings and configurations for using both
B-spline parameterized and non-parameterized deformable image
registration methods to extract spatial error between model results and
satellite imagery. These configurations include B-spline transform
initializations, multi-scale resolution levels, difference criteria, mutual
information difference criteria options, optical flow methods, optical flow
methods with diffeomorphic restrictions, and mutual information flow
along with several related options. The algorithmically extracted spatial
error results are compared to a manual spatial error study conducted by
oceanographers.
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CHAPTER II
REGISTRATION ALGORITHMS FOR MODEL RESULTS AND SYNTHETIC
TRUTH

2.1

Approach
A parameterized approach was chosen initially for this study since non-

parameterized methods (e.g., optical flow) are less popular and had not enjoyed much
success with data of significantly varying intensities [21]. Also, the three-component
design of the parameterized methods allows for easier experimentation with different
DC’s and optimizers. Of the parameterized approaches, the B-spline transform seems the
most common [21]. A B-spline transform is governed by control points connected by 2D
B-spline curves, as in Figure 2.1 (a), and can be evaluated to displacement vectors at
every data point, as in Figure 2.1 (b). B-spline curves offer two advantages over the thinplate splines from [13]. First, B-splines have implicit smoothness constraints guaranteed
by their continuity and differentiability properties. Thin plate splines require a penalty
parameter to reduce sharp edges in the splines, and the correct value of the parameter can
require some effort to determine initially for different applications. B-splines also have a
local region of influence per control point, allowing DC calculations to be calculated over
smaller regions achieving less computational complexity [21]. Multi-scale processing is
provided as an option to facilitate the detection of larger spatial errors by starting the
registration with a coarse sampling (reduced recursively by some power of two) of the
9

original grids. When the registration has converged at this coarse scale, it is resumed on
a finer grid (finer by a factor of 2). This process is repeated until the registration has
been performed at the original resolution. A related option includes re-scaling the control
point spacing at each of the aforementioned grid scales. Finally, the masking option is
implemented geometrically, using what is known as a spatial object, across all scales to
allow the treatment of only the valid points when using multi-scale.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1

An example of a B-spline transform

Notes: (a) The B-spline control grid, (b) the same B-spline transform converted to a
displacement vector field.
A number of optimizers exist [21], but it is important to note that every B-spline
point adds two more degrees of freedom (one for each x,y dimension). The well-known
10

gradient descent optimizer tends to converge slowly for more than a few degrees of
freedom. Stochastic and evolutionary optimizers are good for locating global optima but
can be slow to converge since, instead of computing the gradients of the DC calculation,
they approximate the gradients by evaluating the DC several times. Conjugate-gradient
and quasi-Newton methods are intended for many degrees of freedom and are simple to
initialize. The initial hypothesis is that one of these latter two would be best.
The DC can be any measure of the distance between the amplitudes of the data
sets. If we let x and y span the respective dimensions of a two-dimensional data set as
one might for an image, then f(x,y) and g(x,y) can be the reference and trial data sets,
respectively. The most common DC is mean-square error (MSE). The square root of
MSE, RMSE, adds extra calculations that are unnecessary for mere optimization. The
definition of MSE follows:

MSE =

1
[ f (x, y) " g(x, y)]2 ,
#
n x,y

(2.1)

where n is the total number of data points that span (x,y). The normalized crosscorrelation (NC) is!also common:

NC =

1
[ f (x, y) " f ][g(x, y) " g]
,
$
n "1 x,y
# f #g

(2.2)

where f is the mean of f(x,y), g is the mean of g(x,y), σf is the standard deviation of
!
f(x,y), and σg is the standard deviation of g(x,y). MSE can be very susceptible to
!

!

amplitude differences between the reference and trial data sets. NC improves upon this,
but only for linear differences [23].
11

Viola and Wells [24] introduced mutual information (MI) as a DC for
“multimodal” medical image registration. Multimodal registration refers to registration
of images from different image modalities such as computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In such cases, there is a definite statistical
correlation between the images but it may be highly non-linear. MI originates in the field
of information theory and is defined as follows:
MI = H[ f (x, y)] +H[g(x, y)] " H[ f (x, y),g(x, y)] ,

(2.3)

where H[f(x,y)] is the marginal entropy of random variable f (some sampling of f(x,y)),
!
H[g(x,y)] is the marginal entropy of random variable g, and H[f(x,y),g(x,y)] is the joint

entropy of both f and g together. In this case, the random variables are the data sets
themselves, either sampled at every data point or a representative random sample of the
data points. The marginal entropies are defined as follows:
! ! !, !

=−

!,!

! ! log ! !   !",

(2.4)

with a simple substitution to define H[g(x,y)], and the joint entropy is defined as:
! ! !, ! , !(!, !) = −

!,!

! !, ! log ! !, !   !"  !",

(2.5)

where p(f) and p(g) are the marginal probability density functions (PDF) for f(x,y) and
g(x,y), and p(f,g) is the joint PDF of f and g. The marginal PDFs can be computed
approximately using a histogram, where each histogram bin count is divided by the total
number of samples to form a bin probability. This reduces the marginal entropy
calculations H(f) and H(g) to merely the sum of the bin probabilities multiplied by their
respective logarithms. The joint PDF is estimated by a two-dimensional histogram,
12

where each bin represents a pairing of two values, each respectively from the same
location in the data sets f and g. As with marginal entropy, the joint entropy is the sum of
all bin probabilities multiplied by their respective logarithms [25].
Compared to MSE and NC, MI should handle nonlinear intensity differences
better because of the nonlinear nature of the PDFs in relation to each other. Other
research has improved MI sophistication as documented in [23]. A combination of
improved MI with B-spline transforms is presented by Mattes et al. [26]. MI was
improved by using Parzen windowing (also known as kernel density estimators) as a
more advanced form of histogram, discovered by [27]. Instead of using a series of binary
square wave windows to sort data points into histogram bins, Gaussian windows are used
to assign portions of data points to multiple bins. This produces smoother PDF
approximations and, in particular, less noisy changes to the joint PDF as the trial data set
is distorted during the registration process. This was successful for multimodal
registration in [26], suggesting that MI would be superior in comparing model results to
other sources of reference data such as satellite imagery, and factored heavily in the
initial choice of methods in this dissertation.
The system presented in this chapter is designed to compare a model forecast field
(trial data set) to an analysis field resulting from gridded assimilation of observed data
(reference data set). Hoffman et al. [4] used this approach, and more recent examples
include Casati et al. [6] in meteorology and Wallcraft et al. [2] in oceanography. The
advantages of using an assimilative analysis field from the same model (rather than
original ground truth, e.g., satellite imagery) include matching grids and similar scalar
properties. The disadvantage is that it will miss errors in the model’s assimilation
13

process itself. To test the system, in the trials in sections 2.3 and 2.4, the reference data is
an analysis and the trial forecast is synthetically deformed from that analysis. The
registration results are compared to the synthetic deformation for accuracy. Note also
that this study was performed and published by this author as part of [28].
2.2

Parametric configurations
Pre-trials for a small number of datasets (see section 2.3) eliminated obviously

poor options and configurations. Final trials were run on more datasets (section 2.4) to
find an ideal configuration. Both pre-trials and final trials utilize the Insight Segmentation
and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [29–32] which provides several DCs and optimizers and
allows easy switching of those components.
Ng [33] provides a heuristic starting point for choosing registration system
configurations. Control point spacing for the B-spline curves should not be too coarse or
fine, e.g., four to eight control points per data point. Multi-scale is usually necessary;
moreover, the number of scale levels should be such that the lowest grid scale’s size is
roughly 64 x 64 grid points – that is, 64 grid points in each direction. One should also
consider enabling the option to scale the control point spacing with each grid scale. It is
expected that the quasi-Newton, limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
with bounds (LBFGSB) [30], [34], or nonlinear conjugate-gradient, FletcherReeves/Polak-Ribiere (FRPR) [35] optimizers would be the best. However, optimization
can vary depending upon the problem set, so several options were tested in the pre-trials
including a stochastic optimizer, Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation
(SPSA) [30], [36], and the one-plus-one evolutionary (OPOE) optimizer [30], [37].
There were similar hypotheses about the DC, including that MI was expected to be the
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best DC, but mean square (MS) and NC were tried also. In addition, a smoothed-gradient
version of each MS, NC, and MI are tried as a DC. This is accomplished by simply
applying a recursive Gaussian smoothed gradient filter to the reference and trial data sets
before the registration begins. As the registration progresses, the DC must also
interpolate from the forecast data’s transformed points to the original grid point locations
of the analysis field. Either linear or cubic interpolations are appropriate, and one must
balance the faster evaluations of the former against the typically faster convergence of the
latter. Finally, the use of a land mask is expected to improve registration, but seems
undocumented in the literature with regards to oceanographic data, so it was left as
optional in the pre-trials.
The synthetic forecasts are created by applying a deformation field to the analysis,
where the deformation field is the Gaussian-smoothed ocean current field from the
corresponding analysis. The vector field is scaled in magnitude to be 11.25 times the grid
spacing (1/8°) per 1 meter/second. This parallels one method for verification with
synthetic deformations in medical image registration using historically documented
physical motion transforms, for example, lung transforms encoded as warping
displacement fields [21]. Here, the smoothed ocean current field is used as an
approximation of the advection of an ocean model over several time steps. The
performance of any given registration configuration is judged by the nearness of the
displacement field recovered by the registration to the original synthetic deformation
field. Nearness is defined as the smaller RMS of the vector subtraction between the
vector fields. The performance of a registration arrangement under amplitude changes is
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also evaluated by adding functions in conjunction with the synthetic deformation. In this
study there are four added functions:
•

zero,

•

constant,

•

low-frequency sinusoid,

•

high-frequency sinusoid.

The maxima of the functions added are one-tenth of a standard deviation of the surface
temperatures of the respective dataset, which therefore serves as the single value for the
constant functions and as the maximum amplitudes of the sinusoids.
2.3

Pretrial results and adaptations
The pretrials provided the intended information to proceed with full trials.

Lessons learned in the pretrials include,
1. the elimination of some arrangement options,
2. highlighting which options would require full trials to eliminate or
include,
3. discovery of shortfalls that would require modifications before proceeding
to full trials.
First, B-spline control point spacing was too fine at 4 data points per control point, and
too coarse at 10 data points per control point. Both 6 and 8 points were better, but it was
unclear which of the two was best, leaving that determination for the full trials. Because
of the integer division that determines how many control grid rows or columns are
extended past the ends of the data set, odd numbers of data points per control point make
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no difference in the locations of the control points versus the previous even number.
Multi-scale registration was indeed superior, with an average of 64 x 64 grid points being
generally the best size for the initial coarsely scaled grid. Since most grids are not
powers of 2 in size, and each scale is half the size of the finer scale, a range of the
coarsest scale is expected. Specifically, less than 45 x 45 was too small and over 90 x 90
was too large. Results were also consistently better when enabling the option to scale
control point spacing along with the grid point scale. The choice between linear and
cubic interpolation for the DC was inconclusive, so that option was carried over to the
full trials. The best optimization strategy was the quasi-Newton method, LBFGSB. The
convergence qualities of the end results were all relatively the same, but the speed of
convergence was the deciding factor. Quasi-Newton was also both easier to configure
and tended to adapt to different datasets quickly. Conjugate gradient (FRPR) was a close
second overall, with speeds of convergence as much as 20% slower. Methods without
DC derivatives such as stochastic perturbation and an evolutionary optimizer were much
too slow to converge—slower than quasi-Newton and conjugate gradient by orders of
magnitude. Quasi-Newton also allows freezing control points over land areas, by setting
the upper and lower bounds to zero. However, this tended to restrict the movement of the
B-spline grid in water areas near land and prevented optimal solutions in those areas, so
this option was excluded.
MI seemed like the best DC, but the result was not conclusive nor was using the
gradient in conjunction with the DCs. It was determined that, for MI, the histogram size
must be large enough—that is, somewhere near 64 bins at the minimum scale of a multiscale run. Also, it must resize in proportion with the largest dimension of each scale of a
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multi-scale run. Thus, since each scale doubles in size along both dimensions from the
coarsest scale, the histogram size must also double at each scale. Finally, land masks
were indeed useful but only when the masked areas are handled properly. Masked values
must be excluded from all DC aspects, including minimum/maximum calculations for the
extents of the histograms, and left out of interpolations used to generate the multi-scale
levels. It was also necessary to overwrite masked land areas with a first-differentiable
boundary condition to reduce errors in the B-spline evaluations near land. ITK classes
were modified and/or added to implement these modifications.
2.4

Full trial results
The pretrial results left the following configuration parameters undetermined:
•

six versus eight grid point spacing per B-spline control point,

•

linear versus cubic interpolation,

•

MSE versus NC versus MI for DC, and

•

direct DC versus smoothed-gradient DC.

The full trial ran every combination of the above options on each dataset with the four
intensity change functions. The study used 20 datasets from 24 times (2 per month)
throughout 2009. Each dataset is a cutout of the global 1/8° Navy Coastal Ocean Model
(NCOM) surface temperature field. The model itself is on an orthogonal curvilinear
horizontal grid. Each cutout is interpolated onto a rectilinear grid of 1/8° resolution and
rectangular shape from various locations around the world and varies in size, scalar
range, and features. The grid sizes range from 97 x 41 to 481 x 561 with a mean size of
421 x 290. Results are in relative RMS of vector difference between synthetic
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deformation and registered displacement (i.e., RMS normalized by the RMS of
deformation magnitudes for a given data set). The accumulation of results is in Figure
2.2. The smooth gradient-based DCs are clearly inferior. To simplify further
interpretation, each result that best optimizes its respective DC can represent that DC for
each arrangement and dataset, resulting in Figure 2.3. Overall, MI has the best accuracy,
but some datasets did show decreased accuracy nonetheless. These were regions with
both significant temperature gradients and large areas of near constant temperature (e.g.,
combined Equatorial and Polar areas).

Figure 2.2

Normalized displacement RMSE for all trials

Notes: All results from all configurations in the full trials. The codes along the bottom
indicate the registration options for the respective configuration (i.e., “ms” is mean
square, “nc” is normalized correlation, “mi” is mutual information, “1” is linear, “3” is
cubic, “v” is direct value, “g” is gradient, “6” is six control points per data point, and ‘‘“8” is eight control points per data point). The brackets underneath help visually
categorize those configurations. The stacked, colored items indicate the respective added
synthetic amplitude functions shown.
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Figure 2.3

Normalized displacement RMSE for combined DC’s

Notes: The results from the full trial configurations condensed into the three DC types by
keeping the best-optimized criterion for each.
Qualitative results demonstrate the improvement realized when correcting for
displacement. Figure 2.4 (a) shows the synthetic deformation, and Figure 2.4 (b) shows
the registration displacement. Figure 2.4 (c) is the difference magnitude between the
analysis and synthetic forecast. The high-gradient region near the northwest shore
dominates the error. This high-gradient region was (synthetically) predicted, but the
location was shifted by the displacement. Correcting for the displacement in Figure 2.4
(b) then repeating the absolute difference produces what is depicted in Figure 2.4 (d).
Notice the significantly smaller absolute difference values on the color scale from Figures
2.4 (c) to 2.4 (d) indicating an improvement in overall error measurement. It is also now
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obvious that this particular dataset had its intensity synthetically altered by the highfrequency sinusoid as it is now mostly recovered in Figure 4 (d).

Figure 2.4

Example displacement and amplitude results

Notes: (a) The original analysis dataset and the synthetic deformation displayed as
vectors. (b) The synthetic forecast created by the deformation and the displacement field
as recovered by the registration. (c) The absolute point-wise difference between the
analysis and synthetic forecast. (d) The absolute point-wise difference between the
analysis and displacement-corrected forecast. The emerging pattern is the synthetic highfrequency sinusoid applied to test the registration process under intensity changes.
2.5

Discussion
MI without a smooth-gradient modification was the best overall DC. As

theoretically expected, MI handled low local entropy (e.g., low-frequency sinusoid)
intensity changes better than high local entropy changes, but it functioned at least as well
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as other DCs under high local entropy changes such as the high-frequency sinusoid
addition. One improvement for MI would be adaptive kernel density estimation, which
would allow for variable sized histogram bins. This would likely solve the accuracy
problem in combined Equatorial and Polar regions as long as the variable bins’ sizes were
kept the same between the two compared datasets.
The best choice for interpolation order and B-spline grid spacing varies given the
dataset, but one has the option of running them all and choosing the best optimized DC.
Finally, proper treatment of land masks is critical. The results show that the registration
process, once tuned, works quantitatively and qualitatively for this oceanographic data
and successfully separates the model error into displacement and intensity components.
This study was limited to 1/8° cutouts of surface temperature from a global
model, and it would be difficult to predict its applicability to other situations without the
references cited in this dissertation. As such, the prior art in the field of meteorology
suggests that spatial error via registration in general would be useful for a variety of
resolutions and variables. It should even be possible to apply it to global model results,
though the aforementioned problem with datasets containing both Equatorial and Polar
regions must be addressed first. The prior art in medical image registration shows even
more promise, comparing multimodal datasets, including those with widely varying
resolutions and scalar properties. This suggests that registration could be easily applied
to more than just temperature for spatial error. It should even be possible to apply
registration to several variable fields at once using multivariate mutual information, but
this is outside the scope of this dissertation. Registration has been applied to threedimensional (3D) medical imagery, and should be possible for oceanographic models as
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well, though one would likely need to make special modifications to handle the oftenused non-uniform spacing between depth layers, as that is not an issue in medical
imaging. Finally, while this study was intended to improve the analysis of forecast skill,
it should also be applicable for simulation errors in data assimilation systems, though one
would need to determine how to incorporate the spatial errors to improve the simulation
errors. For example, it would be possible to apply the inverse of the displacement field to
“correct” future assimilation results.
This study aims to serve as a first step in establishing how spatial error might be
best applied in oceanographic modeling. It is important to note that the synthetic errors
generated in the study may be significantly different to actual model biases in various
scenarios. Thus, follow-up work would need to include performing a study comparing
multiple oceanographic models to actual ground truth data (e.g., satellite imagery), which
is covered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III
REGISTRATION ALGORITHMS FOR MODEL RESULTS AND SATELLITE
IMAGERY

3.1

Introduction
In chapter 2 (and [28]), this dissertation shows that registration algorithms can be

adapted to work successfully on numerical oceanographic model data. The next step is to
apply the registration process to determine spatial error between model forecasts and
observations (i.e., ground truth). However, since automated approaches for spatial error
in oceanographic forecasts is rare and unproven, we propose that it would be best to
reproduce a study involving manual detection of spatial error. Such a study was
performed by Shriver et. al. [18] and extended by Hurlburt et. al. [19].
In this Shriver/Hurlburt study, twenty eddy locations are manually identified by
oceanographers (the authors) in an ocean color satellite image. These locations are
indicated by number in Figure 3.1 (a). The authors then identify the same eddy features
(if they exist) in five ocean model forecasts from entirely separate models that have
rendered predictions for the same time period, 6 October 2002. Those model forecasts
are shown in Figure 3.1 (b-f), and include the following models and corresponding
resolutions in degrees of latitude/longitude:
•

1/8° Navy Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM),
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Figure 3.1

•

1/12° Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM),

•

1/16° Navy Layered Ocean Model (NLOM),

•

1/32° NLOM,

•

1/32° NLOM without assimilative analysis.

Images from the Hurlburt/Shriver et. al. study [18], [19]

Notes: (a) Twenty eddies identified in ocean color satellite imagery on 6 October 2002.
(b) Forecast results from the same time period by 1/16° NLOM. (c) Forecast results from
the same time period by 1/32° NLOM. (d) Forecast results from the same time period by
1/8° NCOM. (e) Forecast results from the same time period by 1/12° HYCOM. (f)
Forecast results from the same time period by 1/32° NLOM without assimilative analysis.
Reproduced with permission from Jay F. Shriver.
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The purpose of the final study in [19] was to compare the accuracy of existing
proven models to newer experimental models, and show the importance of assimilative
analysis. Assimilative analysis is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but it is helpful to
explain for the purposes of understanding the study. All oceanographic models are
initialized by an analysis, which is a gridded assimilation of observed results and
boundary conditions from the time of the model initialization. The better the initial
analysis, the better the forecast. In this case, the assimilations included observations from
satellite altimeters and the non-assimilative 1/32° NLOM result did not. The study
showed that results from the highest resolution, most proven, but non-assimilative model
were markedly worse any of the others. This is quite evident in the raw results of [19]
shown in Table 3.1 and combinations of results shown in Table 3.2. In particular, the
results showed which of the models performed quantitatively better than other in (1) the
location of the eddy features, i.e., spatial error, and (2) the presence or absence of the
eddy features.
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Table 3.1

Eddy centers from ocean color satellite imagery and model position errors

Ocean color Ocean color Eddy
Eddy Id#
center location

NCOM

NLOM
1/16°

NLOM
1/32°

°N

°E

NLOM
1/32° no
assim.
Eddy center position error in km

1

23.55

60.2

80

35

18

NP

2

18.3

62.0

66

103

28

NP

3

21.15

60.3

48

44

58

NP

4

19.65

60.4

15

43

12

45

5

16.8

55.7

75

35

42

31

6

17.0

58.9

38

42

17

NP

7

16.7

57.9

NP

53

79

NP

8

18.0

57.6

36

NP

40

NP

9

25.1

57.6

91

NP

39

NP

10

24.7

62.5

NP

30

35

NP

11

23.7

62.3

37

NP

22

42

12

19.3

58.8

50

30

30

NP

13

19.2

59.4

NP

35

11

NP

14

25.3

58.6

NP

36

33

30

15

24.1

61.8

NP

55

NP

47

16

22.3

62.7

NP

14

NP

NP

17

23.1

62.6

NP

NP

13

NP

18

22.5

62.9

47

18

51

44

19

22.1

62.1

NP

NP

23

26

20

22.2

60.0

NP

NP

12

NP

Note: Data from [18] and [19]. NP means “not present.”
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Table 3.2

Eddy center statistics for groups of eddies from Shriver/Hurlburt study

Feature type NCOM

NLOM
1/16°

NLOM
1/32°

NLOM
1/32° no
assim.
% of eddies present in model

All eddies

55

70

90

35

Large eddies
(1-10)
Small eddies
(11-20)

80

80

100

20

30

60

80

50

Median eddy center position error (km)
All eddies

48

35.5

29

42

Large eddies

57

42.5

37

38

Small eddies

47

32.5

22.5

42

Note: Data from [18] and [19].
The study in this chapter hypothesizes that the displacement error determined by a
registration algorithm can characterize the spatial forecast skill in a manner similar to the
eddy center position errors by [19] in Table 3.2, though in a more general fashion. In
addition, we propose that post-aligned metrics (e.g., RMS error after trial data is aligned
with spatial data) provide similar insight as does the “% of eddies present” results from
[19] in Table 3.2, that is, residual amplitude errors.
3.2
3.2.1

Approach
Parameterized methods
The first step is to use the lessons learned from the synthetic study in chapter 2

and how they might apply to model results and satellite imagery. Overall, a
parameterized method is effective for oceanographic data. For the DC, MI is effective
and fast. Interpolation had little overall effect on the results and control-point spacing
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had moderate effects on registration accuracy but no statistical relationship between the
selections of those options and any particular data set was found. B-spline transforms are
stable and effective. The optimizer is important for speed and proper solution
convergence, and the quasi-Newton method was most successful for the B-spline
transform. Multi-scale approaches are almost certainly required, and finally, land
masking is a critical issue [28].
Next, we combined these lessons learned with knowledge from other fields of
study, including medical image registration and meteorological spatial metrics. Some of
this knowledge supports the lessons from chapter 2, but other prior art forces us to
consider alternative methods as well. On the positive side, MI has been shown to be very
successful for multimodal medical image registration [23], [24], [26]. Nonetheless, we
cannot assume that the resolutions of the satellite imagery will match the resolution of the
model results, so changes in resolution may introduce a need for varying the number of
histogram bins, the control point spacing, and the number of resolution levels for multiscale registration. On the negative side, prior art that does not necessarily support our
studies includes the fact that mean-square methods are still popular for use as DC’s in
meteorological spatial metrics [6–8], [12], [13]. Finally, as effective as parameterized Bspline transforms were in our previous study, non-parameterized methods have been used
in meteorology in [5–8], [12] and in medical registration in [22], [38–47].
3.2.2

Non-parameterized methods
Non-parameterized methods are called such because they do not utilize a

parameterized function over the trial data set to deform it to better match a reference data
set. Instead, the deformation is accomplished through the use of a vector field, typically
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matching the resolution of one of the data sets involved. That vector field applies a
warping to the trial data set that, ideally, improves the spatial correspondence between it
and the reference data set. We also propose to use that displacement vector field as the
spatial error between the trial and reference data sets. A number of such methods exist,
so it is helpful to provide an overview.
Non-parameterized techniques have their roots in a method known as optical
flow. In 1950, Gibson [48] describes how optical flow models the relative motion of
objects and a viewer. Thirty-one years later, Horn and Schunck [49] outlines the
development of optical flow in computer vision and the tracking of objects from Gibson’s
original formulation, through all those years. They then formalize the approach by
adding necessary constraints, making optical flow an early practical approach for image
registration. However, their approach was intended to find small deformations in
temporal image sequences. Thirion’s seminal paper in 1998 [22] generalized the optical
flow equation into a diffusion equation using an analogy of the process to Maxwell’s
“demons.” James Clerk Maxwell introduced the idea of demons to explain a paradox of
thermodynamic entropy seen in mixed gas particles and a semi-permeable membrane.
The “demons” represented small entities capable of separating the gas particles. Thirion
applied these demons to the problem of image registration, visualizing a set of demons
that forced a change at each point from a trial to a reference image. The algorithm is now
known as “Thirion’s demons” or simply “demons.”
Let us assume a similar image domain as that of section 2.1, that is, x and y span
the respective dimensions of a two-dimensional data set. Then f(x,y) is a trial data set
which may be deformed to better match a reference data set g(x,y). For simplicity in
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!
derivations to follow, we let f≡f(x,y) and g≡g(x,y). Finally, let s ≡s(x,y) be the

displacement field representing the deformation between f and g. The optical flow
equation, for small displacements, is as follows:

!

! !
s " #f = g $ f .

(3.1)

This succinctly and intuitively shows how the displacement field operating on the

! describe the image difference (again, for small
gradient of the trial image can
!
displacements). However, the equation insufficiently defines the field s such that a
!
solution is not readily available [22]. A better definition considers that the end point of s
!
is (points to, as a vector) the closest point of reference data set g, resulting in the
!

following equation:
!
! (g " f )#f
!
.
s=
(#f ) 2

(3.2)

Notice, though, that small trial data gradients squared in the denominator introduce
! infinity for the displacement field. We can assume that
instability, quickly approaching

such small gradients should produce displacements near zero; so, one solution is to
multiply equation 3.2 by a stability term, as follows:
!
! (g " f )#f
!
s=
(#f ) 2

!

!
$
'
(#f ) 2
& ! 2
2)
% (#f ) + (g " f ) (

!
(g " f )#f
,
= ! 2
(#f ) + (g " f ) 2

(3.3)

!
! !
s = 0 " (#f ) 2 + (g $ f ) 2 < % .

(3.4)

with the added constraint that
!
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!

Equations 3.3 and 3.4 can be solved using alternating two steps: (1) an instantaneous
!
displacement for all points s (x,y) and (2) a regularization step to maintain vector

continuity. Thirion’s primary contribution was to solve it iteratively, introducing a

!
! !
smaller force si (x,y) (each demon at a point in x,y) with a direction equivalent to "f or
!
"#f depending upon which reduces the difference g-f. The other contribution was the
!
!
use of a Gaussian filter as the regularization step. The optical flow or demon
force and

!

the Gaussian filter are applied one after the other iteratively until the solution converges
!
!
toward smaller changes from si to si+1 for iteration i [22].

In an earlier, less referenced report, Thirion presented alternative demon
! !
formulations that have
also proven useful [44]. Once such example attempts to handle

isolated features or structures that may occur in one data set and not the other. A
situation with features in reference data set g and not trial data set f leads to large |g-f| and

!
small "f therefore resulting in meaningless local displacements. Equation 3.3 limits
!
!
this, however, since large |g-f| and small "f also tends toward zero in s . On the other
!

!
!
hand, isolated features in f not in g produce small "g , large |g-f|, and large "f resulting
!
!
in larger meaningless displacements. Restoring symmetrical behavior with respect to
!
!
!
features in either data set f or g and not the other, one may replace gradient "f of

!
!
Equation 3.3 with an averaged gradient ("f + "g) /2 providing the new equation,
!
! ssym

!
!
2(g " f )(#f + #g)
!
!
=
.
(#f + #g) 2

!
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!
(3.5)

!
!
Since "f and "g are added, the expression only tends toward zero when both are
small. Thirion also multiplies by an expression that forces the solution toward zero when

! either!absolute gradient is small [44].
Thirion successfully formalized the optical flow forces, which later lead to the
concept of an external force for non-parameterized registration. Dividing it into an
iterative process and using a Gaussian smoothing filter as a regularization term also
introduced the concept of an internal force, in addition to being a very efficient
algorithm. One complaint, however, is Thirion's lack of formalism in the use of the
Gaussian smoothing filter, making the approach seem somewhat ad hoc [46], [50].
Looking at an alternate, more general formalization, consider a difference criterion (DC)
Dc(f,g,s), which may be any one of the DC’s from chapter 2 or another DC, except that
!
we include the displacement field s in the DC. In most cases, the DC will be computed
!
by comparing g to s " f , that is the trial image as it is deformed by the displacement field.

!
We also introduce a regularization term R(s) that estimates the likelihood of the
!
displacement field based on what regularization step is used. This re-poses the demons

algorithm as the minimization of the following energy functional:
1
1 !
!
!
E( f ,g, s ) = 2 Dc ( f ,g, s ) + 2 R( s ) ,
"D
"R

(3.6)

where σD can be used to account for amplitude noise and σR to adjust the amount of
!
regularization. This is still an ill-posed optimization with respect to the Gaussian

smoothing filter among other regularization schemes, so Cachier et. al. [50] propose the
!
introduction of a hidden variable c for point correspondences. The correspondences

serve as an ideal model of the smoothness of the displacement field. Instead of requiring
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perfect adherence of the displacement to the correspondences, we allow some error. One
may now minimize the following energy functional:
1
1
1 !
!!
!
!!
E( f ,g, c , s ) = 2 Dc ( f ,g, c ) + 2 Dv (c , s ) 2 + 2 R( s ) ,
"D
"C
"R

(3.7)

where DV is a vector distance measure between the displacement field and point
!
correspondences and σC accounts for the spatial uncertainty of the correspondences. The

original demons equation (3.3) combined with the Gaussian smoothing can now be
expressed in the following three terms substituted into equation 3.7:

!

!
! 2
Dc ( f ,g, c ) = g " c # f ,

(3.8)

!!
! !
Dv (c , s ) 2 = c " s ,

(3.9)

! !2
!
R( s ) = " s .

(3.10)

!
The additional point correspondence terms allows one to separate the minimization into
!
!
simpler steps. The first step !
optimizes the DC + DV terms with respect to c given s
! !
!
(initialized at c = s ). The second step optimizes the DV + R terms with respect to s given
!
!
!
c . The closed form solution of the second optimization step can be shown to be
! !
!
equivalent to Gaussian smoothing [50]. That leaves only the correspondence energy to
!

optimize, that is, the first two terms of equation 3.7. Finally, the iterative updates can be
implemented a number of ways. The additive variant of the demons algorithm lets an
!
update step u serve as a small estimate of the correspondences and adds each update step

to the displacement field such that the correspondence energy is
!

!!
! ! !2
corr
E demons
( f ,g, s, u) = Dc ( f ,g, s + u) + u .
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!

(3.11)

Vercauteren et. al. [45] used the formalisms shown in equations 3.7 and 3.11 to
adapt the demons algorithm to produce only diffeomorphic displacement fields.
Diffeomorphic transforms preserve the topology of features, prevent folding of the
transform space, and maintain invertibility of the transform. In general, diffeomorphic
transforms are considered a good default if no additional information is available about
how the transform should behave [47]. The authors utilized a Lie group structure as an
exponential mapping from the displacement vector space to a diffeomorphic vector space.
If we treat the displacement vector field as an instantaneous, smooth, stationary velocity
!
!
field, then the exponential function of u , exp( u) , is given by the flow at one time of the
!
differential equation "p(t) /"t = u(t) . This can be approximated quickly using a scaling

! !
!
and squaring with first order integration [45]. The update step is of the form s"exp( u) ,
!
!
and u can be computed with the same optimization process as used in the classical
!
demons approach along with the same Gaussian smoothing steps. This
approach, the

!

authors call “diffeomorphic demons,” is optimized in the first step with the following
correspondence energy:

!!
!
!
!2
corr
E diffeo
( f ,g, s, u) = Dc ( f ,g, s "exp( u)) + u [45], [47].

(3.12)

One drawback of the diffeomorphic demons approach, along with other demons

! and deformable registration in general, is asymmetry with respect to the order
approaches
!
of the trial and reference images. A symmetric registration, given a displacement field s ,

occurs when one swaps the trial with the reference data set and vice versa, and obtains a
!
!
displacement field of "s . This may or may not be desirable in oceanographic spatial

error metrics, and is a potential topic for future work, but such a restriction would also
!
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add extra constraints on continuity of the displacement field, which may be desirable.
The symmetric correspondence energy can be expressed as,
!!
! !
!
!
corr
corr
corr
E symdif
( f ,g, s, u) = argmin
E diffeo
( f ,g, s, u) + E diffeo
(g, f , s "1,"u) .
!
s

[

]

(3.13)

This is accomplished by performing the diffeomorphic demons update step, then
!
performing
it again independently with the trial and reference data sets reversed. For

performance, the diffeomorphic demons update steps are computed in the log-domain,
which is approximated by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff [46] formula. The two
symmetric update steps, i.e., the forward displacement field and the inverted field can be
averaged in the log-domain. The Gaussian smoothing can also be performed in the logdomain. This is commonly called “symmetric diffeomorphic demons” [40], [46]. Note
that this is not the same type of symmetry as Thirion’s alternative formulation of
“symmetric forces” demons (see Equation 3.5).
Notice that all of the above non-parametric methods’ metrics use a DC similar to
mean-square. This is apparent in the energy functional expression of Thirion’s demons,
specifically equation 3.8. The DC is not explicitly stated for the other demons methods
(diffeomorphic, etc.), but it is the same for all of the above. Given the success of MI
from the study in chapter 2, it seems reasonable to utilize a non-parametric method with
MI as the DC. Hermosillo et. al. [41] first explored the idea of re-deriving Thirion’s
optical flow equations with other DC’s including MI. DeCraene et. al. [39] implemented
it within the ITK framework, referring to the generalized optical flow approach as
“metric flow,” and specifically with MI, “mutual information flow (MIFlow).”
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Assume that no internal force has been specified for this particular metric flow
approach. One common constraint is to search for displacement field ! such that the DC
is stationary [41]. This can be expressed as follows:

! !
!
"Dc ( f ,g, s + #h )
= 0, $h .
"#
# =0

(3.14)

When ! is optimal in equation 3.14, adding a continuous perturbation function ℎ scaled

!
by ε is also optimal for ε=0. For notational simplicity, let the 2D image space (x,y) be

!
the vector x " #, where Ω bounds the image dimensions. The DC can then be expressed
as,

!

Dc =

1
"

$

!! ! !
#
(
x
, s ( x )) dx .
"

(3.15)

It follows that the derivative from equation 3.14 is the product of the perturbation

!derivative of φ with respect to the displacement field:
function and the partial
! !
"Dc ( f ,g, s + #h )
1
=
"#
$
# =0

&

! ! "% ! !
!
h
(
x
)
(
x
)
d
x
=
0,
'
h
.
!
$
"s

(3.16)

!
For equation 3.16 to hold for all h and to keep the DC stationary, the displacement field

!
!
s must satisfy
the following:
!

!

"# !
!
! ( x ) = 0, $x % & .
"s

(3.17)

One means of approximately solving equation 3.17 is a series of iterations with a gradient
!
descent optimizer [39]. An update displacement field can be added to the current

iteration’s displacement field, !!!! = !! + ∆!! , where the update displacement is:
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∆!! = −!∇! !!

(3.18)

and η is a learning rate or iteration step size.
This approach can be utilized to derive the MIFlow equation. It is easiest to
compute the derivative by starting with MI from equations 2.3-2.5 expressed in the form
of only the PDF’s. In addition, it is helpful to acknowledge the fact that we are working
on a discrete grid with !! and !! as discretely sampled subsets of f and g respectively.
!!!" =

!! ,!! !(!! , !! ) log !

!! , !! −

!! !(!! ) log !(!! )

−

!! !(!! ) log !(!! ).

(3.19)

The derivative of equation 3.19 evaluated using a perturbation function as in equation
3.16 follows [39]:
!!!!"
!"

!!!

=

!! ,!!

!"(!! ,!! )
!"

!!!

log  

!(!! ,!! )
!(!! )

.

(3.20)

Using the B-spline interpolation and Parzen windowing approximations from [26] the
joint PDF can be estimated as follows:

! !! , !! =

!
!

!

!! (! ! − !! )  ! ! (!(! + !) − !! )  !! .

(3.21)

Substituting in the joint PDF estimation of equation 3.21 into equation 3.20 produces:
!!!!"
!"

!!!

=

!
!

!

∇! ! + ! !!,! ! ℎ !   !! ,

(3.22)

where the kernel estimation function !!,! is

!!,! ! =

!
!

!! ,!! log  

! !! ,!!
! !!

!! (! ! − !! )  ! ! ′(!(! + !) − !! ),
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(3.23)

In summary, based on equations 3.22 and 3.23, the small variations ! ℎ induce a variation
in the weighted sum of the joint PDF. This is multiplied by the gradient of the displaced
trial data set resulting in the final DC step change. One such iterative step of the MIFlow
DC change is part of the iterations of equation 3.18 and comprises the external force
(along with the stationary requirement) for MIFlow. The internal force remains a
Gaussian smoothing filter implemented as part of the iterations. For an additional
performance gain, the joint PDF can be estimated with a random sampling of the data sets
[39], [41].
We expected to encounter problems with land masking in these new nonparametric approaches. Many of them as implemented in ITK do not include masking
capability at all. Therefore, the study was split into two parts, a study with no land
(section 3.4) and a study in the Arabian Sea using the original eddy features (section 3.5).
To maximize the similarity between the studies, an area just south of the Arabian Sea
during the same date and time was chosen. However, there were very few eddy features,
so line-based features, which can include eddies and fronts, were identified. The linebased study helped eliminate obviously poor methods and reduce the number of
modifications necessary. For the remaining viable methods, the line-based study helped
diagnose what registration problems in the Arabian Sea eddy study were caused by land
areas.
3.3

User interfaces for feature identification and amplitude variations
Before delving into the studies themselves, it is helpful to describe how the line-

based features of section 3.4 were identified and tracked and how the eddy features for
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section 3.5 were quantitatively reproduced and tracked. The perceptual difficulties
warrant a research study just by themselves, but this author wishes to document that care
was taken to examine the literature to minimize the human error introduced into the
studies. A number of tools were created to allow a person to record the feature locations
from various data sets, including the results of post-registration alignment. All of the
tools were written in Python, using the NumPy libraries for basic computation and the
Matplotlib libraries for graphical display and rudimentary interactivity. Some of the tools
also use the ITK Python bindings when necessary.
3.3.1

Methods for amplitude variation
The problem, in fact, is lack of variation over certain regions of a single data set.

Oceanographers in general and collaborators on this study indicate that temperature, in
particular, is capable of revealing features, but the scalar contrast in some regions of a
data set can be so low that it is difficult for a human to differentiate them from the
surrounding area. This author did not locate a reference to that effect, but that was not
necessary, as it was apparent in many of the data sets in this study. An example is in
Figure 3.2, where contrast issues with some of the features are apparent in both the
MODIS (a) and NCOM (b) data sets. One of the most pronounced is the partial (cutoff
by the edge) eddy in the North-East (top right) of both data sets. The inner core of the
eddy is bounded by the top line and the outer edge by the right line, so between the two
lines would be the in-flow to the eddy. The eddy structure exists in both data sets, but is
difficult to see, especially in the NCOM (b) data set. It could easily be missed without
the lines indicating the positions and even more so with a poor color map.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2

Data sets with features from the non-land study in section 3.4

Notes: (a) A MODIS satellite image with features indicated by red lines. (b) An NCOM
model forecast in the same region at the same time showing the same features and their
offset errors.
Given the obvious sensitivity to color maps, all tools described in this section
were created with interactive interfaces that allow instantaneous changes between four
color maps, also shown in Figure 3.3:
•

black-green-white isomorphic,

•

heated body,

•

NRL-BR21,

•

blue-white-red divergent.

The black-green-white isomorphic color map comes from Bergman et. al. [51] and
Rogowitz and Treinish [52] as a good perceptual color map for scalar interval data. It
varies linearly in luminance with a secondary encoding in hue. The heated body color
map is similar (and very common) [53], but with less hue variation. The NRL-BR21 is a
divergent color map popular with oceanographers at the Naval Research Laboratory [54].
The blue-white-red divergent color map is a similar divergent color map for more general
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use and the default color map in the latest versions of the ParaView generic visualization
software. Moreland claims that the blue-white-red divergent color map is a good choice
as a default color map if it is carefully designed to be perceptually linear. It doubles the
amount of luminance spectra available to encode the scalar interval data [55]. Tominski
et. al. also found that divergent color maps were helpful for feature localization tasks
[56]. The disadvantage is that divergent color maps are typically intended for ratio data
[57], [58]. Collaborators in oceanography also requested the dreaded rainbow color map
[53], [58], but that was avoided. The inclusion of the NRL-BR21 and divergent color
maps were a compromise for scientists that felt a need for hue variations commonly
associated with temperature [53], [55].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.3

The same data set and features shown in different color maps

Notes: (a) The black-green-white isomorphic color map. (b) The heated body color map.
(c) The NRL-BR21 color map. (d) The blue-white-red divergent color map.
Care was also taken to maximize the visibility of the feature markers (lines and
ellipses). Shape is the primary differentiator, being discrete shapes within a continuous
image. Because of the color maps, though, colors must also differentiate the shape from
the scalar data. In this case, colors were selected based on the perceptual distance from
the elements of the underlying color map [58]. This is also shown in Figure 3.3, where
the choices are red (a), cyan (b), and black (c-d), respectively. The heated body color
map was the most difficult, but cyan was indeed the most reasonable choice, and better
than other candidate hues with similar perceptual distances from the color map elements.
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Also, it is considerably more visible on a full-size screen in the application than
compared to the shrunken screen-shot here in Figure 3.3 (b).
Even with the option of four color maps and the ability to cycle between them
instantaneously, it can still be difficult to identify certain features. Reconsidering Figure
3.3, one wonders how obvious certain features might be without the lines indicating their
position. Tominski et. al. [56] found that histogram equalization significantly helped
users to identify features, especially in higher density regions. However, this is not as
effective when intensities (i.e., amplitudes) vary significantly across the image (or data
set). Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) solves this problem by using localized
histograms for windowed regions of the image with extra constraints to maintain
continuity [59]. The Power-Law AHE (PLAHE) algorithm [60] generalizes the approach
further by allowing flexibility along three dimensions of options:
•

ρ – the window size for the local histograms

•

α – unsharp mask parameter

•

β – pass-through parameter

The parameter α=0 yields traditional histogram equalization; α=1 produces local mean
subtraction (unsharp mask). For β=0, the filter produces unsharp mask and for β=1, the
filter is entirely pass-thru. Anything between [0,1] is a linear blending of the parameter
for either α or β. Stark showed that α=β was a good general choice, both empirically and
mathematically. Figure 3.4 shows a number of options for combinations of the window
size ρ and parameters α=β based on suggestions from [60]. Along the vertical axis is
ρ=5, 11, 21, and 31 (top to bottom). Along the horizontal is α=β=0, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.5.
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Figure 3.4

The same data set shown with different AHE parameter settings

Notes: The vertical axis is the window size, varying from 5 to 31. The horizontal axis is
the α (and β) parameter, varying from 0 to 0.5.
The final choice for the default AHE settings were ρ=21 and parameters
α=β=0.15 based on a reasonable balance between the enhanced ability to see features in
low contrast regions and too much contrast to make out other features. Examples of AHE
on the same data set are shown in Figure 3.5. The data set and same four color maps are
shown, just as in Figure 3.3, but with AHE run as a pre-processing step before the color
mapping. Some color maps seem better than others in conjunction with AHE, but all
applications were provided the ability to switch interactively between any combination of
the four color maps and with or without AHE.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5

The same data set as figure 3.3 in different color maps with AHE

Notes: (a) The black-green-white isomorphic color map. (b) The heated body color map.
(c) The NRL-BR21 color map. (d) The blue-white-red divergent color map.
3.3.2

Line-based feature tools
Because the first study, which excluded land, was not preceded by research that

located eddies, it was more comprehensive to identify features besides just eddies. Using
lines to identify such features means that eddies could be included but so can fronts and
any strong temperature gradients. Two tools were authored. The first, “LineTool,”
simply allows the user to add multiple joined line segments at feature locations. Once a
line segment set is added, its corresponding points may be moved or deleted and new
points may be added later. Deleting the final point of a line segment set deletes the entire
line set. New, separate line sets may be added. The application can write the line sets to
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a file, which can be analyzed for quantitative results or read in by the application for
further editing. All of the above interactions are controlled via hotkeys and mouse
actions. Figure 3.6 (a) (note: left side only) shows an example of such line sets for a
MODIS satellite image.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6

Two data sets with features and corresponding errors

Notes: (a) A MODIS satellite image with features indicated by red lines. (b) An NCOM
model forecast aligned by a registration algorithm with the remaining spatial errors
shown in thick red bars.
The second tool, “LineErrorTool,” is very similar to the first, but is intended to
help the user quantify how line sets of features from a reference data set have shifted in a
corresponding trial data set. The display of the two data sets is side-by-side, as in Figure
3.6. This figure is actually a screen-shot from the tool without the window decorations
and Matplotlib toolbar. The left sub-window (a) of the interface show line sets saved
from the previous tool (LineTool) atop the reference data set and cannot be edited in the
LineErrorTool. The right sub-window (b) initializes as an identical copy of the reference
line sets atop the trial data set. However, these line sets can be moved point-by-point. If
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a point of a line set is moved, the difference between its original position from the
reference data and the new position in the trial data is shown as a thick error line.
Because width is one of the strongest pre-attentive visual distinction cues [58], these error
lines are easily differentiated from the feature lines. As in the LineTool, the
LineErrorTool can store the line errors to a data file for future editing and/or analysis.
Both of the above tools provide the entire interactive color map and AHE
capability as described in section 3.3.1. In addition, all default Matplotlib window
functionality is available via hotkeys and the standard toolbar. This includes zooming,
box-zooming, translation, probing, window configuration, and saving screen-shots.
3.3.3

Ellipse-based feature tools
Just as with the line-based feature tools, two separate but related tools were

created. The first, “EddyTool,” allows the user to add ellipses at feature locations. The
initial ellipse is added with a center at the mouse-clicked point. Once an ellipse is added,
its major or minor axis width and location is edited by click-dragging on the points where
the major or minor axis intersects the ellipse. Ellipses may be moved by dragging the
center point, may be deleted, and new ellipses may be added later. The application can
write the ellipses to a file, which can be analyzed for quantitative results or read in by the
application for further editing. All of the above interactions are controlled via hotkeys
and mouse actions. Figure 3.7 (a) (note: left side only) shows an example of such ellipses
for a MODIS satellite image.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7

Two data sets with eddy features and corresponding errors

Notes: (a) A MODIS satellite image with features indicated by red ellipses and a number.
(b) An NLOM 1/16° model forecast aligned by a registration algorithm with the
remaining spatial errors shown in thick red bars.
The second tool, “EddyErrorTool,” is very similar to the first, but is intended to
help the user quantify how eddy features from a reference data set have shifted in a
corresponding trial data set. The display of the two data sets is side-by-side, as in Figure
3.7. This figure is actually a screen-shot from the tool without the window decorations
and Matplotlib toolbar. The left sub-window (a) of the interface show ellipses saved
from the previous tool (EddyTool) atop the reference data set and cannot be edited in the
EddyErrorTool. The right sub-window (b) initializes as an identical copy of the reference
ellipses atop the trial data set. However, these ellipses can be moved, resized, reshaped,
or deleted. If an ellipse is moved, the difference between its original center position from
the reference data and the new position in the trial data is shown as a thick error line. As
in the LineErrorTool, because width is one of the strongest visual distinction cues [58],
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these error lines are easily differentiated from the feature ellipses. If an ellipse is deleted,
the tool records that eddy as not being present in the trial data set. The EddyErrorTool
can store the ellipse errors to a data file for future editing and/or analysis.
As before, both of the above tools provide the entire interactive color map and
AHE capability as described in section 3.3.1. In addition, all default Matplotlib window
functionality is available via hotkeys and the standard toolbar. This includes zooming,
box-zooming, translation, probing, window configuration, and saving screen-shots.
3.3.4

Miscellaneous tools
A number of other miscellaneous tools were created for various tasks, as follows:
•

compute line feature RMS errors from the LineErrorTool

•

compute ellipse/eddy feature RMS errors from the EddyErrorTool

•

compute RMS displacement between a reference and trial data set
generated by registration algorithms

•

compute mean-scale RMS displacement over some larger spatial scale

•

compute traditional RMS error between a reference and trial data set

•

compute spatially-aligned (post-registration) RMS error between a
reference and trial data set

•

Plot multiple data sets in tiles for visual comparison

The only one of these tools that warrants further discussion is the last in the list, which
plots multiple data sets in tiles. It shares the same capabilities as any of the visual feature
editing tools in section 3.3, including color maps and AHE, and allows the comparison of
multiple data sets and registration algorithms. It serves both as an interactive tool for
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visual analysis of results and for plotting publication results. Many of the figures in this
document were rendered using this tool. Worth mentioning is the approach used to
display displacement field results. Since the displacement fields in the studies in chapter
2 were so regular, simple vector plots were sufficient. However, when comparing results
with true observed data such as satellite imagery, the vector fields can be quite erratic and
difficult to visualize. It was more effective to display the results as deformations of a
reference image. The image in Figure 3.8 (b) serves as this reference image. It contains
grid lines to indicate smaller displacements and continuities and a color variation to
indicate large displacements. A bi-variate color map was linearly applied [57] to the
background of the image, where large displacements might obscure the individual grid
lines.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.8

Two data sets with displacements indicated by a reference image

Notes: (a) A MODIS satellite image with features indicated by red lines. (b) A reference
image used to indicate displacements from registration. (c) Displacements from a
diffeomorphic registration between the MODIS data and NCOM forecast data. (d)
Displacements from an MIFlow registration between the MODIS data and NCOM data.
3.4

No land, line-based feature study
Before reproducing the Shriver/Hurlburt study, we chose to do an initial study

that did not include land. The region is just South of the Shriver/Hurlburt study, which
was in the Arabian Sea. This study identified eddy and frontal features using the linebased feature and feature error identification tools identified in section 3.3.2. Figures 3.3
and 3.5 show the location of these features over various color maps with and without
AHE, respectively, as a contrast enhancement method. We compare MODIS satellite
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imagery (as reference data) from 6 October 2002 to an NCOM 1/8° model forecast (as
trial data) in the same region for the same day. This is a good start for an initial study
because the resolutions of the reference and trial data sets are very different (by a factor
of approximately 4). The study explores various approaches and options in registration
including:
•

DC: MS, NC, or MI,

•

number of multi-scale levels,

•

B-spline control point spacing,

•

MI histogram bins,

•

Non-parameterized transforms:
o iteration count or convergence criteria,
o Gaussing smoothing sigma
o MIFlow number of samples,
o MIFlow histogram bins

The best of these variations of approaches are shown in Figures 3.9-3.11. These figures
all show the MODIS imagery (a, reference data), NCOM forecast (b, trial data), and the
NCOM forecast spatially aligned with the MODIS imagery by the various registration
algorithms and configurations (c-o). Figure 3.9 shows the data in the black-green-white
isomorphic color map. Figure 3.10 shows the same results using AHE contrast
enhancement. Figure 3.11 shows the displacement fields, i.e., spatial errors, applied to a
reference image. Table 3.3 specifies the algorithms’ configurations and options for each
of the items shown in Figures 3.9-3.11.
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Figure 3.9

Registration results between MODIS imagery and NCOM forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with line-based features. (b) NCOM forecast with
line-based feature error versus the MODIS imagery. (c-o) NCOM forecast after spatial
alignment by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.10

Registration results with AHE between MODIS imagery and NCOM
forecast

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with line-based features. (b) NCOM forecast with
line-based feature error versus the MODIS imagery. (c-o) NCOM forecast after spatial
alignment by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.11

Registration displacements between MODIS imagery and NCOM forecast

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with line-based features. (b) Reference image. (c-o)
Deformations of NCOM forecast data after spatial alignment by various registration
algorithms, along with corresponding feature errors.
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Table 3.3

Registration algorithm configurations for non-land study

Figures 3.9Method
Transform
3.11 marker
(c)
Parameterized B-spline

DC
MS

Num
levels
1

Control Histogram
spacing
bins
8
n/a

(d)

Parameterized

B-spline

MS

2

8

n/a

(e)

Parameterized

B-spline

NC

1

8

n/a

(f)

Parameterized

B-spline

NC

2

8

n/a

(g)

Parameterized

B-spline

MI

1

8

256

(h)

Parameterized

B-spline

MI

1

8

128

(i)

Parameterized

B-spline

MI

2

6

256

(j)

Parameterized

B-spline

MI

2

8

256

(k)

NonDemons
parameterized
NonSymmetric
parameterized forces demons
NonDiffeomorphic
parameterized
demons
NonSymmetric
parameterized diffeomorphic
NonMIFlow
parameterized

~MS

2

n/a

n/a

~MS

2

n/a

n/a

~MS

2

n/a

n/a

~MS

2

n/a

n/a

MI

5

n/a

16

(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)

Note that the first column of Table 3.3 corresponds to data sets shown in the
figure markers in Figures 3.9-3.11 (c-o). The demons variants’ DCs were indicated as
“~MS” because they are very similar to MS but not precisely (see Equation 3.8). Before
discussing the qualitative results of Figures 3.9-3.11, the quantitative results are shown in
Table 3.4. Once again, the figure markers (b-o) correspond to the aforementioned data
sets. The quantity included in the second column is the RMS error (in km) of the linebased features with respect to the reference data set, that is, an RMS accumulation of all
the error lines shown in Figures 3-9-3.11. Notice that figure marker (b) is included in this
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table; since it is the original trial (NCOM) data set, it has RMS feature errors as well.
One would hope that the registration methods (c-o) improve the RMS feature errors.
Table 3.4

Registration algorithm performance for non-land study

Figures 3.93.11 marker
(b)

Feature RMS
Error (km)
202.3

(c)

36.8

(d)

41.0

(e)

37.6

(f)

23.8

(g)

70.6

(h)

73.1

(i)

68.8

(j)

59.4

(k)

72.6

(l)

85.6

(m)

95.0

(n)

100.8

(o)

21.8

Indeed, all of the registration methods (c-o) significantly improve the feature
RMS error over the original trial data set (b), many of them as much as an order of
magnitude. All of the parameterized methods (c-f), that use MS and NC, were quite
effective in reducing the feature RMS error. Method (f), NC with two multi-scale levels,
is the second most effective of all. However, the drawback of these methods can be seen
in Figures 3.9 and 3.11. Figure 3.9 shows regions pulled in from the edge by the
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transform as brown patches. They show up as white in Figure 3.11. To some extent this
is inevitable because the transforms need the freedom to deform near the edges to
produce better correspondences. Also, when this happens, a reasonable solution is to use
data points from the original trial data set where the transform has induced invalid data.
Once can see in the figures, though, that methods (c-f) are significantly worse than the
others in terms of amounts of invalid data. Parameterized methods (g-j) all use MI and
provide reasonably good improvement over the trial data (b) in terms of feature RMS
error. The improvement is not as dramatic as methods (c-f) that use the other DC’s, but
methods (g-j) are considerably better at not pulling in invalid data from the edges. Both
methods (i) and (j) are better than (g) and (h), likely because of the use of multi-scale
levels. The best of these is method (j) that uses multi-scale and 256 histogram bins.
Methods (k-n), the demons variants, were the least effective of any method. This is
presumably because of the use of a DC similar to MS but without the transform freedom
of the B-spline to induce drastic deformations. In fact, the restrictions on the transform
increase from the original demons (k), to the symmetric forces variant (l), to the
diffeomorphic variant (m), to the symmetric diffeomorphic variant (n), and the feature
RMS correspondingly increases. The final method, MIFlow (o), produces the best
feature RMS error and the least amount of invalid data. The thesis of this dissertation is
that this is a result of the superior ability of MI to match features (rather than just
amplitudes) combined with the freedom of the transform (recall that MIFlow only
requires a stationary displacement vector field).
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3.5

Arabian Sea eddy feature study
Recall that the major purpose of this study is to reproduce the Shriver/Hurlburt

study [18], [19] in a more general and automated fashion. The introduction in section 3.1
describes the study, including Figure 3.1 and Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Figure 3.12 shows the
data sets here with the original eddy features (a) and eddy errors (b-e) indicated by the
ellipses and error lines within those ellipses.

Figure 3.12

Eddy features in a reference data set and four trial data sets

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery from 6 October 2002 with eddy features indicated by
ellipses. (b) Forecast results from the same time period by 1/8° NCOM. (c) Forecast
results from the same time period by 1/16° NLOM. (d) Forecast results from the same
time period by 1/32° NLOM. (e) Forecast results from the same time period by 1/32°
NLOM without assimilative analysis. (b-e) Eddy errors are presented as error lines from
the original ellipse positions in the reference data set.
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Eddies were placed in the reference data set Figure 3.12 (a) based on their original
locations in Figure 3.1, with some adjustment allowed given that our study uses a
temperature field instead of ocean color. Eddies were also placed in data sets (b-e) based
on their original position and error, but the error adjustments were similarly allowed to
vary from the original study because the original study used sea surface height and
velocity fields. Eddies that were considered “not present” in data sets (b-e) in the original
Shriver/Hurlburt study were also excluded in this study.
Because of the extreme amount of invalid data introduced by the MS and NC DCs
with B-spline methods, those were excluded in this study. The poor performance of the
demons variants resulted in their exclusion. This leaves B-spline with MI and MIFlow as
viable methods. The B-spline methods had been explored significantly in chapter 2, but
the proper configurations for MIFlow have been largely unknown up to this point. The
following study will include experimentation with MIFlow configurations.
Besides the restriction of feature types, the primary difference between this study
and the one in the previous section is the presence of land. The parameterized B-spline
methods had been modified (chapter 2) to better handle land masks. MIFlow, as
implemented in ITK, had no masking support at all. Given that MIFlow uses a random
sampling to build the PDFs, a number of options are available to implement land
masking, including:
•

“naive mask fill” – simply fill the mask area with any value outside the
range of valid values;

•

“continuous mask fill” – fill the mask area with a C1 continuous field;
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•

“continuous fill, clamped field” – fill the mask area with a C1 continuous
field and clamp the displacement field to zero over the mask;

•

“bin-based fill” – fill the mask area with a value just outside the range of
valid values, then increase the number of histogram bins to incorporate the
land mask value into its own bin.

Another modification added, based on the non-land study, is a somewhat different
approach to multi-scale. Instead of halving the resolutions of reference data, trial data,
and displacement field, the number of samples used to build the histogram is halved per
level. This has a similar effect as doubling the deltas of the reference and trial data sets.
Correspondingly the number of histogram bins is halved at a coarser scale level. This
allows the registration to converge toward larger scale displacements because fewer
histogram bins effectively quantizes the data into larger groupings of amplitude contour
areas. Experimentation with this approach in the previous section (the non-land study)
found that significantly more levels could be used compared to B-spline MI registration
(5 versus 2, respectively), and large displacement could be detected quite effectively.
Finally, a simple convergence scheme was added to the MIFlow implementation.
The original implementation simply stopped at the maximum number of iterations
specified. The new criteria assumes that the algorithm has not neared convergence while
the MI value is increasing. When the MI value decreases, called a “miss,” it increments a
miss counter. If the value subsequently increases, the counter is reset to zero. The
algorithm stops at some user-specified limit. Thus, that given number of misses in a row
is the requirement to reach the limit.
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The Arabian Sea study results with NCOM data are presented below in Figures
3.13-3.15 and Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Two options with B-spline MI were tried with control
spacing being the only variation. For MIFlow, the primary two variations were mask
method and Gaussian sigma. The change in the histogram bin count for the last two
methods’ (j-k) is merely the result of using the bin-based mask method.
In Table 3.6, recall that feature RMS error is the aggregated error of all of the
(eddy) features as compared to the reference data set. The RMS displacement is the
aggregated displacement (spatial error) generated by the registration algorithm. The
RMS displacement is also averaged over 0.5 and 1.0 km scales, to correspond with the
median sizes of the “small” and “large” eddies in the Shriver/Hurlburt study. The RMS
error (RMSE) is the simple RMS difference between the data set and the reference data.
Finally, the “% trial RMSE improvement” is the percentage improvement over the trial
RMSE, Table 3.6 (b), for the RMSE of that registration method. That is, it indicates how
much amplitude improvement was generated by spatial alignment using that registration
method.
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Figure 3.13

Registration results for NCOM forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) NCOM forecast with eddy
feature errors versus the MODIS imagery. (c-k) NCOM forecast after spatial alignment
by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.14

Registration results with AHE for NCOM forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) NCOM forecast with eddy
feature error versus the MODIS imagery. (c-k) NCOM forecast after spatial alignment
by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.15

Registration displacements for NCOM forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) Reference image. (c-k)
Deformations of NCOM forecast data after spatial alignment by various registration
algorithms, along with corresponding feature errors.
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Table 3.5

Registration algorithm configurations for NCOM data

Figures
3.13-3.15
marker
(c)

Method

Num
levels

Control
spacing

Mask
method

Gaussian
sigma

B-spline MI

2

6

n/a

n/a

(d)

B-spline MI

2

8

n/a

n/a

(e)

MIFlow

5

n/a

Naïve

1.0

(f)

MIFlow

5

n/a

Continuous

1.0

(g)

MIFlow

5

n/a

0.5

(h)

MIFlow

5

n/a

(i)

MIFlow

5

n/a

(j)

MIFlow

5

n/a

Continuous
/clamped
Continuous
/clamped
Continuous
/clamped
Bin-based

(k)

MIFlow

5

n/a

Bin-based

1.5

Table 3.6

1.0
2.0
1.0

Registration algorithm performance for NCOM data

Figures Feature
RMS
RMS
RMS
RMS % trial RMSE
3.13-3.15 RMS Error Displacement Disp. 0.5 Disp. 1.0 Error improvement
marker
(km)
(km)
km scale km scale (RMSE)
(b)
63.5
n/a
n/a
n/a
.545
(c)

10.5

107.4

91.3

69.6

.404

26.0

(d)

15.9

95.6

87.8

70.1

.388

28.9

(e)

11.2

191.3

132.3

104.6

.545

0.0

(f)

11.4

124.2

111.7

101.9

.358

34.4

(g)

20.8

111.1

92.2

82.9

.356

34.6

(h)

11.7

117.8

109.0

100.4

.353

35.3

(i)

10.8

96.9

93.4

86.7

.331

39.3

(j)

5.4

82.1

70.2

61.0

.419

23.1

(k)

3.8

99.2

94.2

89.2

.450

17.4
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As in the study from the previous section (non-land study), the primary factor
used to decide the best registration algorithm and configuration is the feature RMS error.
The best of these is Figures 3.13-3.15 / Tables 3.5-3.6, items (j) and (k), by far, both an
order of magnitude better than the trial data set (b). These two results also produce the
least amount of invalid data due to displacing land areas into the water. This is especially
evident in Figure 3.13. As before, even without land, it is inevitable that some amount of
edge area will be pulled in by a registration transform. This is even more so with land
areas. The combination of better feature RMS errors and better mask performance shows
that the bin-based mask method is by far the best choice. An interesting correlation,
however, is the fact that the best two methods resulted in the least percentages of RMSE
improvement (though still significant), where their RMS displacements were not
remarkably different than the others.
The Arabian Sea study results with NLOM 1/16° forecasts are presented below in
Figures 3.16-3.18 and Tables 3.7 and 3.8. One option with B-spline MI was tried (the
best configuration of any previous result). For MIFlow, the primary variations were the
mask method, number of scale levels, Gaussian sigma, and initial sample count.
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Figure 3.16

Registration results for NLOM 1/16° forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) NLOM 1/16° forecast with
eddy feature errors versus the MODIS imagery. (c-h) NLOM forecast after spatial
alignment by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.17

Registration results with AHE for NLOM 1/16° forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) NLOM 1/16° forecast with
eddy feature error versus the MODIS imagery. (c-h) NCOM forecast after spatial
alignment by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.18

Registration displacements for NLOM 1/16° forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) Reference image. (c-h)
Deformations of NLOM 1/16° forecast data after spatial alignment by various registration
algorithms, along with corresponding feature errors.
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Table 3.7

Registration algorithm configurations for NLOM 1/16° data

Figures
3.16-3.18
marker
(c)

Method

Num
levels

Mask
method

B-spline MI

2

n/a

n/a

n/a

(d)

MIFlow

6

1.5

2500

(e)

MIFlow

5

Continuous
/clamped
Bin-based

1.5

2500

(f)

MIFlow

6

Bin-based

1.5

2500

(g)

MIFlow

6

Bin-based

2.0

2500

(h)

MIFlow

6

Bin-based

2.0

5000

Table 3.8

Gaussian Initial
sigma
samples

Registration algorithm performance for NLOM 1/16° data

Figures Feature
RMS
RMS
RMS
RMS % trial RMSE
3.16-3.18 RMS Error Displacement Disp. 0.5 Disp. 1.0 Error improvement
marker
(km)
(km)
km scale km scale (RMSE)
(b)
47.7
n/a
n/a
n/a
.589
(c)

9.7

53.2

43.8

31.2

.503

14.6

(d)

12.3

54.3

40.0

34.0

.467

20.7

(e)

5.9

52.5

40.2

36.0

.488

17.2

(f)

4.0

52.4

40.2

35.9

.485

17.7

(g)

9.3

45.0

34.4

30.9

.505

14.1

(h)

9.6

42.9

37.7

35.3

.450

23.6

Based on the feature RMS errors, the best methods from Figures 3.16-3.18 and
Tables 3.7-3.8 are (e) and (f). This reinforces the superiority of MIFlow over B-Spline
MI and bin-based mask handling over continuous/clamped. Of the two, (f) is better than
(e) presumably because the increased resolution of NLOM 1/16° over NCOM (1/8°)
warrants an extra multi-scale level. The two final configurations (g) and (h) were
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attempts to explore the Gaussian sigma and initial sample options, but it appears the best
options are the same as for the NCOM study. There did not appear to be much
correlation between the best performing registration methods and the RMS displacements
or amplitude RMS errors.
The Arabian Sea study results with NLOM 1/32° forecasts are presented in
Figures 3.19-3.21 and Tables 3.9 and 3.10. Two options with B-spline MI were tried,
with multi-scale levels of two and three respectively. For MIFlow, the primary variations
were the multi-scale levels, Gaussian sigma, and initial sample count.
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Figure 3.19

Registration results for NLOM 1/32° forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) NLOM 1/32° forecast with
eddy feature errors versus the MODIS imagery. (c-j) NLOM forecast after spatial
alignment by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.20

Registration results with AHE for NLOM 1/32° forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) NLOM 1/32° forecast with
eddy feature error versus the MODIS imagery. (c-j) NLOM 1/32° forecast after spatial
alignment by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.21

Registration displacements for NLOM 1/32° forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) Reference image. (c-j)
Deformations of NLOM 1/32° forecast data after spatial alignment by various registration
algorithms, along with corresponding feature errors.
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Table 3.9

Registration algorithm configurations for NLOM 1/32° data

Figures
3.16-3.18
marker
(c)

Method

Num
levels

Mask
method

B-spline MI

2

n/a

n/a

n/a

(d)

B-spline MI

3

Bin-based

n/a

n/a

(e)

MIFlow

5

Bin-based

1.5

2500

(f)

MIFlow

6

Bin-based

1.5

2500

(g)

MIFlow

6

Bin-based

1.5

7500

(h)

MIFlow

6

Bin-based

2.5

2500

(i)

MIFlow

6

Bin-based

2.5

7500

(j)

MIFlow

6

Bin-based

1.5

3750

Table 3.10

Gaussian Initial
sigma
samples

Registration algorithm performance for NLOM 1/32° data

Figures Feature
RMS
RMS
RMS
RMS % trial RMSE
3.16-3.18 RMS Error Displacement Disp. 0.5 Disp. 1.0 Error improvement
marker
(km)
(km)
km scale km scale (RMSE)
(b)
32.0
n/a
n/a
n/a
.618
(c)

17.8

42.8

34.6

24.8

.543

12.1

(d)

9.5

54.8

45.3

35.3

.463

25.0

(e)

10.3

47.1

35.5

32.8

.542

12.3

(f)

6.7

47.0

35.6

32.8

.539

12.8

(g)

7.9

42.6

37.4

36.0

.465

24.7

(h)

7.9

45.7

40.4

39.0

.516

16.5

(i)

9.8

35.5

31.6

30.0

.463

24.9

(j)

5.1

45.8

36.9

34.5

.488

21.0

Based on the feature RMS errors, the best method from Figures 3.19-3.21 and
Tables 3.9-3.10 is method (j). The second best is (f), which uses fewer samples, so an
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increase in the number of samples appears appropriate for this data set. Other
experimentation with significantly more samples and other Gaussian sigma choices did
not improve the results. Six multi-scale levels were clearly better than five as well as
MIFlow over B-spline MI. There did not appear to be much correlation between the best
performing registration methods and the RMS displacements or amplitude RMS errors.
The Arabian Sea study results with NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative forecasts are
presented in Figure 3.22-3.24 and Tables 3.11 and 3.12. Two configurations with Bspline MI were tried, with histogram bins counts of 128 and 256 respectively. Two
configurations of MIFlow were also tried, varying the initial sample count.
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Figure 3.22

Registration results for NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) NLOM 1/32° forecast with
eddy feature errors versus the MODIS imagery. (c-f) NLOM forecast after spatial
alignment by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.23

Registration results with AHE for NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) NLOM 1/32° forecast with
eddy feature error versus the MODIS imagery. (c-f) NCOM forecast after spatial
alignment by various registration algorithms and corresponding feature errors.
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Figure 3.24

Registration displacements for NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative forecasts

Notes: (a) MODIS satellite imagery with eddy features. (b) Reference image. (c-f)
Deformations of NLOM 1/32° forecast data after spatial alignment by various registration
algorithms, along with corresponding feature errors.
Table 3.11

Registration algorithm configurations for NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative
data

Figures
3.16-3.18
marker
(c)

Method

Num
levels

Histogram Gaussian Initial
bins
sigma
samples

B-spline MI

3

128

n/a

n/a

(d)

B-spline MI

3

256

n/a

n/a

(e)

MIFlow

6

18

1.5

2500

(f)

MIFlow

6

18

2.5

7500
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Table 3.12

Registration algorithm performance for NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative data

Figures Feature
RMS
RMS
RMS
RMS % trial RMSE
3.16-3.18 RMS Error Displacement Disp. 0.5 Disp. 1.0 Error improvement
marker
(km)
(km)
km scale km scale (RMSE)
(b)
47.2
n/a
n/a
n/a
1.76
(c)

40.8

55.9

43.4

32.8

1.67

5.1

(d)

32.3

34.3

22.7

15.0

1.73

2.1

(e)

29.0

68.2

66.0

66.4

1.73

2.0

(f)

27.5

73.8

79.6

84.1

1.75

0.9

Based on the feature RMS errors, the best method from Figures 3.22-3.24 and
Tables 3.11-3.12 is method (f). Unlike the assimilative NLOM 1/32°, the higher
Gaussian sigma and initial samples for the non-assimilative forecast data seems to have
improved the results somewhat. MIFlow was again clearly superior to B-spline MI.
There did not appear to be much correlation between the best performing registration
methods and the RMS displacements. The amplitude RMS errors got worse as the
performance got better, but that may be a coincidence, as there were only four
configurations tested.
All of the above results in this section indicate which methods might provide the
best performance in terms of correctly aligning features from various model forecasts
with reference satellite imagery. Taking the best registration method and configuration
from each model type (NCOM, NLOM 1/16°, etc.), we get an ideal set of results
allowing us to attempt reproducing the Shriver/Hurlburt study. Table 3.13 is such a set of
results, where each method is the best from Tables 3.6, 3.8, 3.10, and 3.12, respectively
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for each row. Table 3.14 is a reformatted version of Table 3.2 such that the model types
are listed along the rows and the metric type is listed along the columns.
Table 3.13

Results from best registration methods for trial data set of each model

Best reg.
RMS
RMS
RMS
RMS Spatially % RMSE
method of Displacement Disp. 0.5 Disp. 1.0 Error aligned improvement
data set
(km)
km scale km scale (RMSE) RMSE
NCOM
99.2
94.2
89.2
.545
.450
17.4
NLOM
1/16°
NLOM
1/32°
NLOM
1/32° no
assim.

Table 3.14

52.4

40.2

35.9

.589

.485

17.7

45.8

36.9

34.5

.618

.488

21.0

73.8

79.6

84.1

1.76

1.75

0.9

Eddy center statistical results from Shriver/Hurlburt study

Data set
NCOM

Median
Median
Median % eddies
center error center error - center error present
- all (km)
small (km) - large (km)
48
47
57
55

NLOM 1/16°

35.5

32.5

42.5

70

NLOM 1/32°

29

22.5

37

90

42
42
38
35
NLOM 1/32°
no assim.
Note: Reformatted version of Table 3.2, for easier comparison to Table 3.13.
Comparing this study in Table 3.13 to the Shriver/Hurlburt study in Table 3.14, it
is important to point out the following correspondences:
•

RMS Displacement ~ Median center error all

•

RMS Disp. 0.5 km scale ~ Median center error small

•

RMS Disp. 1.0 km scale ~ Median center error large
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•

% RMSE improvement ~ % eddies present.

Note that these correspondences are only approximate and some more so than others.
The primary reason is that the registration-based study deals spatial error over the entire
data set, rather than just the eddies. The RMS displacement metrics are the spatial errors
detected by the registration algorithms, whereas the median center errors are the spatial
errors hand-identified in the Shriver/Hurlburt study. The % of RMSE improvement from
the registration study is related to the % of eddies present; if there are fewer eddies
present, one would expect the spatial alignment to have little effect upon the RMSE.
This may not be the case always though, if amplitudes of other features and regions
dominate the error, or if the chosen features cover very little of the total area.
Comparing the RMS displacement to the median center error for all eddies, one
finds that the ranking of the models is the same, from best to worst: NLOM 1/32°,
NLOM 1/16°, NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative, and NCOM. The same ranking appears for
0.5 km scale RMS displacement and small-scale median center error. The same ranking
also appears for 1.0 km scale RMS displacement, but this does not correspond to largescale median center error, where NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative moves up from third to
second best.
In this case, % RMSE improvement does correspond with the % of eddies
present. Obviously, the traditional amplitude error (RMSE) is dominated by regions
outside of the eddy features. Looking purely at RMSE, or even spatially aligned RMSE,
one would get the idea that the best model is NCOM. Looking at the % improvement,
however, the ranking is the same as % of eddies present: NLOM 1/32°, NLOM 1/16°,
NCOM, and NLOM 1/32° non-assimilative. It is worth noting the tiny % RMSE
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improvement of the NLOM non-assimilative data set, less than the rest by two orders of
magnitude. Looking at that data set compared to the reference MODIS imagery in
Figures 3.12 or 3.22, it is clear that this low improvement score is a good quantitative
indication of the poor correspondence of feature presence or absence.
At this point, it is up to the modelers and scientists to decide which final metrics
should factor into which models are the “best.” NLOM 1/32° is the obvious leader for
displacement at all scales (in this study) and in % RMSE improvement, though not in
spatially aligned RMSE. NCOM was the worst in terms of RMS displacement at all
scales, with NLOM non-assimilative a close second-worst. NLOM non-assimilative was
the worst by a large margin in % RMSE improved.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS

4.1

Discussion
Probably the greatest share of work for this dissertation related to the proper

handling of land areas when comparing trial data sets to reference data. This introduces
issues, in particular, when the trial and reference data sets are of significantly different
resolutions and properties, as model forecast output and satellite imagery can sometimes
be. Land mask handling had to be added to MI estimation histograms in various
capacities. Multi-scale interpolation routines had to be modified to work around land or
random sampling methods had to exclude land areas. Finally, C1 continuous boundary
conditions were required for some routines, e.g., those requiring larger filter kernels such
as Gaussian smoothing filters.
The transform implementation for the registration method needs the right balance
of permissiveness and restrictiveness. In conjunction with MI, this also involves the
sampling, histogram bins, and Gaussian sigma for non-parameterized methods. MIFlow
is quite permissive, but appears to perform well if properly configured. We theorize that
is because MI is the best criteria (of those in this study) to identify true similarities
between data sets. In addition, MIFlow does not appear to need a sophisticated
optimization scheme for better results than the current variational approach, though better
optimization could possibly speed the convergence. It is also possible that a
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parameterized method with MI would be superior to MIFlow, but the transform would
have to be more permissive than the B-spline.
While MI seems to be the superior DC overall, it appears to be even more
important with satellite imagery. This dissertation hypothesized this result because MI
has been so popular in multi-modal medical registration. The differences between
various medical imaging modalities can be highly non-linear, and it is quite possible that
such differences would exist between satellite imagery and model forecast data sets. The
results of the studies here would seem to support that hypothesis. To our knowledge, the
use of MI for meteorological and oceanographic spatial error is novel.
Spatial error extracted by registration algorithms can be a viable automated means
of judging model forecast skill. The error can be separated into spatial and amplitude
components. Moreover, this dissertation does not propose that the separated error
components replace traditional statistical metrics, but that it can be a useful tool in
conjunction, and the results seem to support that hypothesis. One concern initially was
the registration methods might function poorly in cases where large sets of features are
missing in one of the two compared data sets. While displacement error by itself may be
less meaningful in such a scenario, observing how the traditional amplitude metrics (e.g.,
RMSE) improve after spatial alignment appears to detect cases of missing or spurious
features. To our knowledge, this use of spatially aligned amplitude error improvements
is a novel approach in oceanographic and meteorological model validation. In general,
the studies here strive to introduce spatial error metrics and registration methods to the
field of oceanography. Considerable work remains, but the results do seem promising.
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4.2

Future work
An expanded study that includes other types of models, resolutions, regions and

even global data sets would go a long way in justifying the use of spatial error metrics for
model validation. The methods here could also be extended back into the field of
meteorology and possibly even to climate models. In fact, all of the above would be
useful to help validate recently popular coupled models, a group of models whose
components are models themselves, e.g., an ocean model, atmospheric model and ice
flow model running simultaneously, exchanging boundary conditions.
In addition to expanding model types, other satellite imagery and observed data
types could be included. Given that the MIFlow algorithm uses samples and not
necessarily a grid, it would not be difficult to extend to unstructured and point-based
observed data, assuming the data is dense enough to populate PDF approximations. The
same approach could be used for more noisy satellite imagery sources. If the noise points
can be identified (as is the case in some imagery types), the points could be excluded
from the sampling process. The MIFlow displacement field would not be zero-clamped
here, however, to allow the invalid points to be truly ignored, so the “invalid” mask
would be different than the land mask.
Another area for expansion is three-dimensional and time-series registration.
Many cases of missing features or features suddenly appearing in a model forecast are
actually features descending into or ascending from sub-surface layers in the model. It is
difficult to get image-based observations for sub-surface ocean quantities, so registration
methods capable of working with scattered observations would be necessary. Many
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spatial errors are actually “temporal errors,” where a model has a feature arriving too
early or late to a given location.
During a recent presentation of these topics at an invited seminar, this author was
presented with a suggestion to add diffeomorphic or Lagrangian constraints to the
MIFlow method. An oceanographer indicated that most modelers expect certain
topographical regularities in the displacement field and that diffeomorphisms might best
conform. This is quite possible, though diffeomorphic transforms may be too restrictive
for what are effectively numerical fluid flow models. A Lagrangian constraint such as
Navier-Stokes may be better and perhaps even physically more accurate. It would be
interesting, however, to see if such constraints might prevent convergence to
displacements that might result in significant spatial alignment improvements.
Finally, MI itself might be an interesting metric, not just as a DC. It seems to be a
relatively unexplored quantity in model validation, with or without registration. Some
normalized variation of MI would be required to compare models to each other. Then,
using MI as a metric before and after spatial alignment would give some indication of
probabilistic relationships between features and regions.
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